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·campusSafetyPrice·Tag Studied
by Verne Patten
. Staff Reporter
Campus Safety Department, which
encompasses fire protection and
inspection services, campus security
and safety, consumes a large piece of
Eastern's financial pie, with its services
securely tied, both cooperatively and
financially, to the Cheney fire and
police departments.
The approved 1973 Campus Safety
budget carries a price tag
of
approximately $182,000, of which
administrative and patrol salaries
account for $60, 155. A large part of
the total is paid to the city of Cheney
for cooperative services in those areas.
A sum of $32,500 will be paid to the
city fire deportment and $17,000 to the
police department this year.
Outside of the regular budget, Eastern

recently paid $37, 125 to Cheney to
help pay for new equipment in the fire
department, which included a new fire
truck.
ALWAVS PREPARED
"The Cheney police , and fire departments and the Campus
Safety
Department always are prepared to
render assistance to each other
whenever the need arises," Allen
Shaw, director of Campus Safety said.
"Besides the budgeted funds, we have,
the parking fees and on-campus
citations funds that are self-generating. The traffic and parking control
personnel are paid from the latter
sources." Any additional money from
this tund is used for construction and
maintenance of parking areas.

· all campus buildings and
patrols in some buildings.

The safety and security sections hove
personnel on duty daily, whose tasks
are inspe~tion of fire extinguishers in

SMALL PREMIUM
Not having a fire department on
campus makes complete cooperation

Many services provided by Shaw's
.department are thought of as being
more of a pul,lic nuisance than public
service by some members of the
campus community. Citations for
unauthorized use of campus parking
spaces may contribute most to this
Image.
Inconsiderate and ~areless use of
facilities and outright theft make big
demands on department funds, Shaw
said. An overage of 10 portable fire
extinguishers, costing about $40 each,
are stolen from campus buildings
e~ery quarter.

Vietnam War End

(

The $182,000 price tag may seem
large at first glance but realizing all of
these services: Propnrty security,
traffic and parking control, fire and
safety inspection and drill, emergency
ambulance service, police patrol and
investigation, fire protection, campus
motor pool, and administration personnel to manage these services, the
dollar value of the total service
package takes on new perspe.ctive,
according to Show.
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Programs Slated ·
Is ·the war really over? Why did we get involved in the first place?
How hos this tragedy affected our self-concept as a nation? Is "peace
with honor" a reality?
·
..

with Cheney Fire Department a must,
Show said. Considering the cost of one
campus building that might be lost in a
major fire, the money allotted to the
city is a relatively small insurance
premium, he added. Campus Safety
Department personnel are trained to
respond to city emergencies when
needed, so cooperation becomes a
two-way street.

regular
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These and other questions will be discussed at the peace symposium
Feb. 13 and 14 in Showalter Auditorium.

New Dorm Hours
Please Students

"The symposium is an effort to review and understand past, present,
and future American involvement in Indochina, in particular, and to
foster a broader understanding of Southeast Asia and America," said
Bruce Myrray, assistant program director for Student Activities.

Since the removal of dorm hours there has been no
marked increase in dissatisfaction expressed by
dormitory residents, or in vandalism in the
buildings.

Two programs will be presented each day at 9 a.m. and 10 a.m., and
although it isn't an excused convocation, Murray urges both students
and faculty to attend since the ~ar hos had a large impact on the
United States and the rest of the world.

Rick Weiher, Pearce Holl director, suggests
students have certain obligations upon entering
college and such distractions as keggers, drugs,
and frequent trips to Idaho can affect the student in
the performance of his obligations. "Eliminating
dorm hours adds potential for increased sex to the
list of distractions," says Weiher, "although we
need at least another quarter to determine for
sure. So far students . have handled their
responsibilities and haven't suffered either socially
or academically."

Guest speakers for the event will be Dr. David Bell, chairman of the ...........-.- ,
Political Science Department; Thomas Bonsor of the l:conomics
Department, and Lynn Triplett of the History Department.
The
keynote address, "America's Indochina Experience: An
Historian's View," will be given by Triplett at 9 a.m. Tuesday. Factors
that helped initiate and helped perpetuate our involvement in ·
Indochina will be discussed.

.

'

At 10 a.m. the cease-fire and the prospects for a lasting peace will be
discussed by Dr. Bell in "Peace Settlement: Will it Work?"
Wednesday's program will begin with "Rebuilding the Shattered
Nation," with Bonsor reviewing our resources and economic
WITH COMPLETELY OPEN visitation hours as well a~
situation.
legalized consumption of alcohol, one might expect
With the failure of the war has come the possibility of a new a lot of hell-raising among dorm students. This has
American foreign policy. That possibility will be discussed at the 10 not happened according to Pearce Hall Director Rick
a.m. session by Dr. Bell, whose specialty is Southeast Asia, in Weiher. Ha says there have bean no serious
"American Asian Policy: New Directions."
problems with the new open hour policy.

Budget Is.More of Same
.

by Nola Leyda
Staff Reporter
"Its more or Iess a c.on t·muot·10n
,,
'd
o f w here we are t o d ay, sa,
Fred Johns, business manager
for Eastern about the budget
recently recommended· by Gov.
Dan Evans, for 1973-75.
The budget recommended by
Evans is for $29 ,00,340. Eastern
hod originally asked
for
$33,591,670 but the governor
only approved $29 million. The
budget will now go to the
d
legislature who will either ad ,
subtract, or approve ,the governor's recommendation. By late

April or early May the school will
know exactly its budget for
1973•7 5 .
Of that $29 million, approximately $6 million will be used for
building Improvements. About
$4.5 million will be spent on HPE
Ill for seating. The school
originally asked for seating for
7,500 but only got authorization
for 3,750. The building, which
will be under construction by
September 1973, is designed so
that the seating can be added
later. Also of that $6 million, a
total of $1 million will be used to

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - remodel the science building and
Isle Hall, the old SUB.
ELUSIVE ITEMS
. PUSHERS BEWAREl--of the Turn Some of the things the school
in Pushers program established asked for ond didn't get or got
in Spokane. Karen Pruitt gives only part of were: Land acquisisome facts about the program on tion in Spokane for continuing
page 2.
studies, $30,000 for Turnbull
Environment Research Center,
KILLER WEED--Some pros and
new television equipmQnt, Harcons (mostly pros) are found on
greaves addition, a Plant Serpage 5.
vices building (they got $20,000
STOLEN--One micrometer and ,to draw up the plans), overall
one caliper from Cheney Hall in building improvements, a botanlast week's
exciting
crime ical garden, four new tennis
roundup. See page 8 for the courts, Improvements to the
property already owned by
story.

What's Inside

SENSITIVITY NOTED
When asked how he could detect a social or
academic decline by a student, Weiher replied,
"Dorm directors and staff strive to be sensitive to
th& students' needs; this is also supported by word
of piouth."
~esident assistant Donna Dreher said, " Students
slowly are becoming recognized as having
responsibility and a need for increased freedom.
Lengthened dorm hours indicate students are
gaining the trust of the administration. " ,

·-

Eastern at Badger Lake, w.hich
would have been used to build a
retreat in form of a rustic lodge
that could be used by the school
d
d
d
an
rente
out, on
HPE Ill
aquatics.

But they did get $40,000 for on
electronic book finder for JFK
Library, to stop the mounting
costs of lost books; $60,000 for
improvements to Showalter
stage, $57,000 for the music
building, which wil,I be used to
put in those things left out when
it was built, and $13,000 to
replace the roof on Hargreaves

Hall.
Tuition covers $4,900,409 of the
budget. Johns said that during
the lost few years Eastern hos
had only an extra amount of
$11,000 besides the budget.
During the 60's they usually hod
about $250,000 extra.
By the ·end of the year Johns
predicts the extra $11,000 will
be spent completely · and the
school may be in the red. It's all
due to the high cost of living, but
the governor hos recommended
that the tuition stay the same
and-the- legislature will probably
follow his recommendation. .

FOR THOSE STUDENTS who paid their tuition and fees In person, the
experience may have b. .n a bit pleasanter because of the new
cashiers' office recently completed In Showalter. For details on th
oper.a.tlQn lff. ,tory c>n pagtt 8.
. ....
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Many Appalle~ at Expo 7.4 q'!~!~~~!!:!!:~~nd enby Tim McWilliams
Staff Reporter
Although environmental concern
is the theme of the 1974 world's
exposition, many Spokanites are
appalled at what may happen to
Spokane and its surrounding
environ ment as a result of Expo

74.
Dr. Thatcher Hubbard and Mr.
Maury Hagen are two of Expos '
most outspoken critics. Both are
longtime residents of Spokane
and share a deep interest in the
area's future. Dr. Hubbard is a
delegate at large _ for the
northern section of the Sierra
Club, and the conservation
chairman for the Rocky Mountain
chapter of the club.
Hagen pointed out that the
transients formerly residing in
the Havermale Island - Trent
district hove no place to re-locate
and are wondering the streets of
downtown. " The lack of concern
by the Expo board toward these
people and the social problem
they are creating is one of the

.

.

. ,___.:_
: ,~~
___:.::::.-"-·

worst features of Expo , Hagen
d
f ront b eaut1.f.1co.
state . A river
h db
tion program a
een approve d
prior to the conception of Expo.
Hagen explained th at th e immediacy of Expo sped up the
project, and that 84 homes along
the r iver must be demolished far
sooner than in the original plans.
Again , Hagen said the Expo
board has made no provisions
for re-locating these people.

Lack of recreational facilities for
the 5 million expected tourists
concerned
both Hagen and
Hubbard. They were in agreement that our parks, lakes,
golf -courses and wilderness
areas are currently filled to
capacity. The Expo board has
again failed to make any
arrangements with private golfcou rses, tennis clubs, etc. for
recreation for the tourists, so
Spokanites will be competing for
recreational facilities with 5
million'others, most of whom will
be visiting in the three summer
months, according to Hagen and
Hubbard.

--'---------· -

'

'74

In spite of talk of establishing
'
satell .ite par k ing
areas an d moss
H u bbord
.
transit to t h e Expo site,
said that downtown businessmen are opposed to the idea ,
and t hat parking lots are going
in. Spokane,
measuring
on
average of 6,000 cars daily, is
currently just below the national
air pollution tolerance level.
Hagen stated that Expo '7 4
would increase Spokane traffic
by 20-30 thousand cars doily,
having a " disasterous affect on
the air we breath. "

Health considerations may also
be a major consideration . Spokane 's sewage treatment plant is
considered obsolete by most
experts ,
barely
capable
of
handling local sewage. Many
people assumed that Expo '7 4
and its many visitors would
necessit ate the in stallation of a
long-needed new treatment
plant. But Dr. Hubbard said the
plant will definitely not be ready
for Expo, and he is fearful that
the Spokane River could become

.

-~· "

q

dp
d
creased . processe
sewage
d
h
.
umpe into t e riv er.

couraged the soc1et1es to exh 1b1t
at the Expo. Last f a II ,
av1.d
O
.
d'irect or
Brower, post executive

Expo may create an inflationary
period for Spokane a~d has
already d r iven some businesses
away from the city li m its,
according to Hogen . " Nothing
hos been done by the Expo
committee to prevent local
businessmen from raising their
prices during Expo to gouge the
tourists, " he said. " Expo director
King Cole suggested the 'farfetched ' solution would be to

of the Sierra Club and current
president of Frien ds of the Earth,
came to Spokane to interview
King Cole. At the interview, Cole
disclosed thdt any conservation
society wishing an exhibit would
have to pay a fee of $750,000.
According. to
Hubbard,
the
Seattle papers saw fit to run the
Cole-Brower interview in its
entirety, but no mention of this
interview was included in the

place a sticker in the. b~sines~'
Spokane papers.
window stating that this bus,- ,
ness has not increased its prices
Neither Hubbard nor Hagen
for Expo'," Hagen continued.
expect to slow down or stop
" Also, some businesses have
Expo. Hubbard currently views
already ieft Spokane to partially
the Expo as " contrary to good,
or totally avoid the B &O tax," he
sound , environmental concern
soi~.
and in v iolation of everything
benificial to the wilderness
Perhaps the biggest thorn in
concept. " Both men hope their
Hubbard's side is the lack of views and criticisms will be
press coverage given to Expo
listened to and carefully considopposition. especially by local
ered by the Expo committee. For
newspapers. For examp le, from as Mr. Hagen says, " progress can
the beginning Expo openly no longer be equated with
sought out endorsement by growth or GNP.

-

ill bring into the area thousands of
w I
bl
If nothing Is done to

THIS IS IT--the site of the next world exposition. Spokane s Expo
people, thousands of dollars and maybe thousands of envlronmenta pro ems

;rf~dian Awareness Week'
Offers Varied Objectives
by Dennis Reedy
Staff Reporter
To Ameri ca's earliest inhabitants, the Indian, culture is on
important part of their lives and
"Indian W eek" is a part of it.
"Indian Awareness Week" will
be held on Eastern's campus
from Feb. 12 th rough 18. Most of
the planning of " Indian Week "
was done by the Indian Week
Committee, which includes as
members, Gary Young, pres ident
of the Indian Club and Gene
Nicholson, chairman of "Indian
Week. "
Young said, " Indian Week will
make better known the problems faced by Indians and Indian
students. Indians need to be
shown the importance of college
and college life and should be
encouraged to come to college."

HOPES EXPRESSED
Both
Young
and
Nicholsor
expressed hope "Indian Week'
will create better understandin~
between
Indians
and
nonIndians.
Speakers for "Indian Week" are
Floyd Westerman, an Indian
lecturer and folk singer and Lee
Brightman,
founder of the
United Native Americans, Inc.
An att show is also planned,
featuring some of the works of
Nothem Olney Jr., who is one of
the t~p Ameri can Indian artists
in th e nation today. The works of

students and others also will be
on display.
.
Also on the program is a
discussion by the leaders of the

multipurpose room. Drummers
from the Spokane Indian Youth
Corps and the Kalispell Reservation will play at the Pow Wow.

"Trail of Broken Treaties" on
details leading
up to the
take over of th e Bureau of Indian
Affairs in Washington , D.C. la st
year. A discuss ion on reservation
planning, by Richard Brice, al so
is sche dul e d.

Indian leaders and royalty from
around
the
Northwest
are
expected to attend the festivities, including Louise Edmo, who
is Miss Indian Am erica . Organi zers of "Indian Week" have
received wishes of good luck

"Indian Week" will conclude with
a Pow Wow to be held in the PUB

from Gov. Danie l J. Evans and
Presid~n t· Richard Ni xon.

•••••••••••••••
• EUROPE CHARTER
•
••
SEATTLE
TO
•
AMSTERDAM
•
•
•
$240R<?~=D
• INFORMATION MEETING
• THURSDAY, FEB. 1.1973
•
PUB, RM· 3H, 7:30 pm.
•
•
•
•••• • ••• • • • • • • •
•

For further informationContact Walt Zabel in the Pub
or Ca/1359-7921

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A-1 K.otzin Introduces

TOl314§
Tl<OUSEl<,TM
The Silhouette is
Yesterday, The Fit
isToday.

ACROSS FROM ION MARCH!

N. 222 Howard
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IT'S FUN LIVING
IN THE GREAT
OUT DORMS -

BUT IT'S SURE
A LOT BETTER
INSIDE! ·
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*NO RUNNING WATER
(except when it rains)

*
NO ELECTRICITY
(unless lightning strikes)
*
NO TELEPHONES
(but you can holler down the ''hall'')

I

* FREE UTILITIES
* FREE TELEPHONES
*FREE LINEN
*FREE WALLS

While Living Out In The Fresh Air Is Cool,
It Is a Lot Cooler To Live In. The Dorm.
If You Can ~ig Living Comfortably And Cheaply,
Check Out Dorm Living
And Then Stop By Housing For All The Particulars!
Remember,
We Know What You're Looking _For!
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TIP Objective--Elimination of Drug Pushers
by Karen Pruitt
Staff Reporter
Drug pushers. may be eliminated
from the Spokane area if the
T-1-P (Turn In a Pusher) Program,
which began two weeks ago, is
effective.
This is totally independent of any
law enforcement agency and ls
sponsored by the Advertising
and Sales Association of Spokane, relying on telephone tips
from private citizens to track
down and arrest persons dealing
in narcotics. The program offers
Cash rewards to get people to
call.

hang-outs and friends, the types
of drugs he's pushing, etc.
"How.ever, even the· most
sketchy information will be
accepted," Thompson said.

RUN TIPS OFF
This information then is made
available to law enforcement
agencies who simply run the tips
off against an IBM to qualify the

ANY MANNER
The "awards" will be paid in cash
in any manner and left in any
location the person to collect the
money specifies. "You can have
it mailed in brown paper
addressed to your code name to
the general delivery window at
the post office, or left in a pink
.shoebox in the trash can on the
·north side of the Maple Street

ASSURANCE GIVEN

When a caller dials the T-1-P
number, the operator states:
"T-1-P Program , do not give your
name." The
operator
then
assigns the "tipster" a code
name known only to the T-1-P
Program and to the .. caller.
The tipster's code name is put on
the top of a questionnai re from
which he is asked a series of 22
questions designed to get the
most usable information for
police investigation.
The questionnaire includes
questions about the physical
description of the pusher, his
Dr. John McNeil, a specialist in
instruction practice and evaluation at UCLA will give a
presentation to the faculty on
what professors can do to
improve their teaching, Monday,
FEb. 5 at 2 p.m. in Kennedy
Auditorium .

Thompson gave as an example
of what the maximum reward
would be used for: "There is a
factory producing 'double-cross'
greenie pills. These narcotics are
being marketed in the northwest. If we could uncover the
center of this market, the
maximum reward would be
paid."

However, a pusher may be
turned in for a completely
different reason--revenge. "No
pusher can live like a saint
forever," Thompson said, "and
any pusher who raises his prices,
refuses credit, sells bum dope or
in any way makes someone
upset, increases his chances · of
having the whistle blown on
him."

"We have made every possible
effort not to find out who the
informers are. We want a
pusher, not a tipster," stated
Robert V. Thompson, chairman of
the T-1-P Committee for the
Inland Empire.

RIP-PUSH (9747-7874) is the T-1-P
telephone number. The switchboard is staffed by .trained,
volunteer operators 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. These
operators wi II not attempt to
obtain the identity of any caller.

EXAMPLE GIVEN

Besides the reward, Thompson
gave several reasons why a
person would want to turn in a
pusher. "A lot of people will turn
in a pusher to save their friends.
Anyone who starts another
person on narcotics has taken
away that persons moral right of
being legal."

T-1-P is based on the assumption
that people don't want to get
involved with turning in drug .
pushers because they are afraid
of the consequences!
They
would have to face if others
found out they had "finked."

T-1-P is designed to encourage
persons to give tips on drug
traffikers with the assurance
that they don't have to become
directly involved.

plus all it can raise, which will be
in the multiple thousands,"
Thompson stated.

information before wasting any
time investigating a false lead.
The police
then
use
this
information to build a case
against the pushers, he said.
Thompson explained that the
code names are assigned so a
cash payment can be made
when, because of the "tipster"
lead, the police make an arrest
which is followed by a conviction
of the pusher. "In no way will we
be able to identify a person
through his code name," Thompson said.
Thompson said that a person
giving the tip should check
newspapers, radio and television
for information regarding arrests
and convictions that are made as
a result of his tip. If the tip
resulted in an arrest and a
conviction, the person supplying
the information should call
RIP-PUSH again, give his code
name, and specify how he wants
his reward paid.

When asked how well the
program is working, Thompson
said, "we have been asked by
the police not to divulge
complete information concerning
how well
the program Is
working." He continued, "But, it
is working and we are very
gratified by the amount of
accurate information we have
received at this time and we
expect arrests and convictions
within a few weeks."
Within six weeks the committee
will publicize complete information on arrests and convictions
resulting from the program.
Thompson has been working on
this project for 17 months. He
feels now the program will run
by itself, so he intends "to
resign as chairman within 10
days and leave it in the hands of
the 20-person committee, " which
consists of representatives from
all
areas of the Spokane
community.

Bridge at 2 o.m. if you prefer,"
said Thompson.
The amount- of the reward is
determined by the nature of the
conviction and will be paid by the
T-1-P committee, whose board of
directors decides the amount of
the reward. This amount is .
proportional to the stature of the
pusher who has been arrested
and convicted, Thompson said.
According to Thompson, all
convictions of pushers are
rewarded regardless of the type
of narcotic the pusher is dealing.
This includes even small amounts of marijuana. "Anyone
providing narcotics for another
person, whether he sells it or
gives it as a gift, is doing it ·
illegally and can be convicted of
pushing," Thompson said.
The minimum reward that will be
made to a "tipster" is $50. The
maximum will be "The amount
the organization has in the bank

,_

SIXTH ANNUAL -

CHARTER FLIGHTS
EU ROPE-HAWAIi
MEX_
ICO-JAPAN
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.
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$321.CJO*
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S.ffle.lnmels Roundtrtp
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$27t.oo•
$281.00$20.00*
$241.00
$212.00*
$423.00•

S342.ao·

*D1u1tu

New Full Travel A..ncy11AVB. WBT
All Flights on AMIIICAN CANIIIS
.
-ll.lllnll lDINlnu•c••
JOHN L fllAY 660 WILDWOOD ILYD. APT. 108
IS~QUAH 9I027
EX.2-5546 (Local.Exchange)

Name _____________________
Address - - - - - - - - - -- -

City _____st. --Zip,___

He also will m eet with unit
personnel chairmen and department chairmel'I in hourly sessions from 9 to 11 a.m. in the
PUB Council Chambers, Monday.
McNe il will be brought to Eastern
through the Instruction Development Program, unde r the direction of Dr. Raymond Whitfield,
Dean of Graduate Studies.

SEES RESULTS
Thompson feels that the resulting effects of this program will
be that most pushers will be
tipped on, arrested, and convicted; or go to another town where
it isn't so hot to do business; or
quit pushing.

Telephone._ _ _ _ _ _ __

INTERCOLLEGIATE KNIGHTS
PRESENT THE
ANNUAL

.PLAYBOY BALL
FRIDAY, FEB. 9, 1973

S.U.B. HARBOR
Music By The Variety Pack

.Admission: $3 50 per couple

.I
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New Engllsh Courses Set
by Julia Kittelson
Staff Reporter
If you are into ecology, women's
liberation, our Indian heritage,
films, or linguistics, then you're
in luck.
Four new undergraduate courses
and one graduate course are
being offered by the English
Department spring quarter. They
are "~iterary Record of the
American Environment," ''The
American Indian In Historical
Fiction," "Women in Literature,"
"From Fact to Film," and
"Language and Style."
Emerson, Thoreau, Twain, Rachel
Carson and Leroy Jones are just
a few of the authors that will be
read in "Literary Record of the
American Landscape." Dr. Robert

Olafson says that the text,
"Sunshine and Smoke," has
"excellent plays, prose and
poetry descriptions of the
American landscape from the
beginning down to the present."
"The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail"
is the play that will be read.
The class provides four credits
and will meet at 8 a.m. Dr.
Olofson added that having a
literary background
in the
environment might help one get
a job at Expo 7 4.

CRITICAL FICTION
Elizabeth Cook's critical fiction
course, "The American Indian in
Historical Fiction," "deals with
whites who have presumably
written knowledgeably about
lndians1." • said · Mrs·. Cook. The

THURSDAY, Feb. 1- College Theater "Be Your Age," 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY, Feb. 2- College Theater "Be Your Age," 7:30 p.m. Basketball,
Southern Oregon, 7:30 p.m., here. Dance, PUB, 9:30 p.m. to" 12:30
a.m., co-sponsored by AS and Chi Omega, the band is Pretty Face.
SATURDAY, Feb. 3- AS Weekender Series, "Willard," 8 p.m., PUB, 25
cents. College Theater "Be Your Age," 7:30 p.m. Basketball, Oregon
Tech, 7:30 p.m., here.
SUNDAY, Feb. 4- AS Weekender Series, "Willard," 8 p.m., PUB, 25
cents.
TUESDAY, Feb. 6- AS Film Forum, "Genesis IV," a collection of
animation, documentary, comedy and satire, some are funny, some
dirty and some you won't understand, noon in the Den and 8 p.m. in
the PUB, free.
WEDNESDAY, Feb. 7- AS Coffeehouse, featuring special presentation
by Alpha Phi Omega, PUB Peh at 8 p.m.

Students Get Egg
Obstacle Chore
Students in industrial technology, taught by W.D. Martin, were
given a rather perplexing as_s ignment recently.
They had to transport an egg
over a two-foot high, four-foot
long obstacle and were allowed
only to release the mechanism
that initiated the motion. The
purpose of the assignment was
to introduce the students to the
many processes, phases, and
influencing factors of design.

Find out why we
call it Mountain Fresh.

Rainier Beer.
Ra,n,er Brewing Company, Seattle. Washington

Soluctions included mounting the
egg in a piston and compression
of air to force the piston through
a tube. Some employed the use
of a conveyor, others a catapult,
and one ingenious scholar used a
dart gun to punch the egg over
and off to a soft landing.

'73 HONDA
COMING ·SOON!

attitude of early fiction writers
(James Fenimore Cooper was
one of the first) and the
stereotypes this attitude created
will be analyzed to the present.
Contemporary Indian poets and
writers and the oral traditions of
native Americans also will be
studied.
"Women in Literature" will be
taught by Pat Coontz at 11 a.m.,
four hours a · week. The text,
"Women's Liberation and Literature," will include essays by
Mory Wollstonecraft, John Stuart
Mills, Betty Friedan, Kate Millett,
and_Virginia Woolf. Literature by
and about women will include
Ibsen's "A Doll's House," short
stories by Dorothy Parker, Mary
McCarthy and others, and poems
by Sylvia Plath; Anne Saxton,
and others. Other authors that
will be read are Sinclair Lewis, K.
Chopin, Joyce Carol Oates, Doris
lessing, and Wallace Stegner.

FOCUS ON WOMEN
Ms. Coontz said this about the
course: "Our reading will focus
on works concerned with the
role of women from the 18th
century to the present. Like all
literature, this, too, should help
us, men as well os1 women, to a
better understanding of our
. values, our emotions, our ideas,
our world--maybe even each
other. To this end, it is important
that we try to get past the
stereotypes,· that we try to find
out, not what women ore
supposed to feel, but what in fact
they actually do feel. In this area,
imaginative literature can tell us
much."
"From Fact to Film," taught by
William D. Thomas, is a study of
classical, and some not so
classical, documentary films, and
how film reflects and transforms
reality.
A "better knowledge and understanding of what pictures can do
by showing us in forceful ways
how and why we live as we do,"
according to Thomas, are the
main purposes of the course. The
four credit class will meet at 2
p.m.
"Language and Style" is, according to Dr. Jomes Busskohl , "an
application of linguistics to
literary criticism. The other
aspects of stylistics take the
features of language and use
them as a framework fot
describing the literature. That
port of stylistics that will be
emphasized is the rhythm of
poetry.
This is a graduate course and Dr.
Busskohl suggested that it would
be helpful to know something
about linguistics. The class gives
four credits and will meet from 3
to 5 · p.m. Monday and Wednesday.

COLOR TV
15'' CONSOLEGreat Shap~! '12S.

Call 235-6096

THE

KILLER

WEED

note:
The following column will be appearing weekly in the Easterner,
containing analysis and comment on drugs on the street, and helpful
advice on situations they create.
Classification: Hallucinogen.
Overdose potential: None.
Physical addiction: None.
Common methods of consumption: Smoked, or Ingested In foods or
liquids.
In 1894, after an impartial and lengthy investigation, the British
Gov~rnment published the Report of the Indian Hemp Drug
Commission. It ran to seven volumes and over 3000 pages. The
commission admitted these three things:
1. There is no evidence of any weight regarding mental and moral
injuries from the moderate use of these drugs.

2. Large numbers of practitioners of long experience have seen no
evidence of any connection between the moderate use of hemp drugs
and disease.
3. Moderation does not lead to excess in hemp any more than it does
in alcohol. Regular, moderate use of ganja or bhang produces the
same effect as moderate or regular doses of whiskey. Excess is
confined to the idle and dissipated.
Today, after extensive governmental and private studies, these
conclusions largely remain unchallenged. However, "Moderate to
regular doses of whiskey" hove actually proven to be more
detrimental !
The controversy over grass has been going on for generations in
America. Recently , many states have revised their drug laws, making
marijuana a misdemeanor instead of a felony for possession. But
with grass still a felony in many states, legalization still has a long
way to go. Recently, testifying before the President's Commission on
Marijuana, Dr. Michael Aldrich of Amorphia pointed out that the
international treaties on marijuana are actually aggreements not to
engage in internation·a l cannabis commerce, and do not affect in any
way what a nation does internally with the drug.

The principal danger in marlluana is that it is Illegal. The claim that
marijuana leads to the use of harder drugs such as heroin, was
discounted as a fallacy long ago. It's true that 95 per cent of heroin
users have also used grass on their way towards hard drugs, but it
must also be noted that only a few per cent of marliuana users even
consider trying heroin. Even this few per cent con be attributed
largely to the "underworld" atmosphere often involved in the
"scoring" process. If and when marijuana is legalized, the percentage
will soon drop to a much less significant amount.
One very solid argument in favor of legalizati~n. which has been felt
especially in the last year, is to upgrade the general quality ·of
marijuana being peddled on the streets. While high-quality Southeast
Asian, Mexican and South American grass is seldom cut with
anything, the low-grade domestic is a prime target for treatment.
lately we've seen a lot of PCP sprayed on grass, some DMT, even
heroin and barbiturate treated; none of which is as harmless as the
original. Especially in full scale droughts, beware of funny tasting
grass. Hard people are creeping in everywhere nowadays.

This column was printed with the courtesy of the Do it Now
Foundation. For more information, contact them at P.O. Box 5115,
Phoenix, Arizona. 85010

BSU Plans for Future
Recently blacks got together and
made plans for the future at
Eastern.

in reserve for "Black Week,"
whkh will take place sometime
during spring quarter.

On Jan. 17, the Black Student
Union (BSU) met in the SUB
Harbor to discuss the use of
funds and make plans for coming
events this year.

Plans of the BSU, for some of the
remaining funds, include two
dances in February. One of the
dances will be on the Eastern
campus, and the other one wil I
take place, it is hoped, at some
available spot in Spokane.

Appropriation of $1 , 100 was
received by the BSU from the AS.
Most of these funds wil l be kept
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The rest of the money will be
used in sponsoring a trip to the
,state penitentiary at Wallo
Walla. Highlights of the trip will
be theatre acting and black skits
and dances done by the "Ebony
Dance Troupe."
Jimmy Williams, president of the
BSU, stated that the purpose of
the penitentiary trip· is to "bring
a little spirit, if possible, to the
men behind bars. " Williams also
said that "we want to let our
brothers in maximum security
know that we care about them."
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Easterner Opinion

Power and
the Principle
ISSUES and OPINION
Charter

Member,

Washington State College N ewspa per Association
EDITOR

Con sid er thes e things when you con sider that acti o n :
(1) Why did the president suddenly get alarm ed at a
sa tiri ca l work "For breakfast, bacon on a shin gle"? The
op ini o n pages have always rep resented the op ini o n of
the author. That's why that artic le wa s there . Why the
sudd en concern?

The Easterner's m ailing li st for high schools, alumni ,
and other interested personnel was discontinued last
fall quarter by the Associated Students because of
funds not being avai lab le.

(2) Why didn' t he consult th e Publi cations Board

Ed Bruneau
NEWS ED ITOR

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Leila ni Williams

Brian Mottaz.
SPORTS EDITOR

EDITORIAL CARTOONIST

Butch Brown

Pat Berry

COPY EDITOi:l

Norm Tay lor

HEAD PHOTOGRAPHER

Bob Simpson

Harriet Van Horne
MR. NIXON'S OTHER WAR
After a series of small skirmishes, the hostility between the
television industry ond the White
House is now open warfare.
In recent weeks , the President's
man
in
charge
of
media
intimidotion--Dr. Cloy Whitehead
--has been o guest a t several
industry functions and found the
seat of honor decidedly hot.
In the blunt-·-some wo uld say
now
" vulgar " --rhetoric which
prevails in the White Hou se , Dr.
Whitehead has denounced television news as too libe ra l, that is ,
lull of " ideo logical plug ola ."
This charge , alleging left-win£
bias , strikes industry leaders m
nonsense and TV newsmen m
bitterly funny. Along with news·
popermen , intellectuals and
leaders of the academic communit,•,
TV's reporters
and
commentators hove chafed at
the conservatism of ihe medium .
CAREFUL AVOIDANCE
If the ne tw or ks ho ve to k en on y
stance, it is poi nt ed out , thi s
stance has been moderot e- torig ht, wit h a car efu l a vo idance of
investi ga t i ve r e p ort ing that
mi ght : ( 1) o ff end th e Establi sh ,
ment , (2) tr igg er o co ngressi onal
inves t ig a tion o r (3) di sturb th e
FCC.
On th e ra re occas ion s w he n
televisions d o es f oc us attention
on o soci al inequ i ty (the NBC
documentary on mi gran t workers, the CBS expose on " Th e
Selling of the Pentagon "), a ll hell
has broken loose. A s one

documentary producer put it
recently, " We 'd like to be liberal ,
but the fallout , in these times , is
just too dangerous."
In view of television 's extreme
caution in political matters , the
charges by Spiro Agnew and
Clay Whitehead can on ly so und
m i sinformed, not to say hysterical. And nobody in the broad
field of journalism has missed
the import of the Administrotion 's unrelenting attacks on the
media. Obviously, the President
mean s to curtail freedom of
speech and pres s insofor a s he
can in the hope of limiting news
the White House re gard s a s
" unlriendly ."
The President , every American
now realizes , is t hin -ski nn ed . He
is also devious, masking hi s
inro ad s on freedom a s " public
se rvice. " He dislikes th e press
and the press . in recent months ,
has come to regord the President
with something les s th en it,
former respect. It's o situatior
that con only be worsened ,
however, by continued threats
again st the media. There 's no
counting th e time s one hears
new smen soy , " Thi s is how it oll
start ed under Hitler .... "
CHILLY OMEN
A n e x aggerated statement , ye s.
But o r er eading of William S.
Shirer 's detailed h,srory, ''The
Rise and Foll of th e Third Rei ch ,"
suggest s that the remark is not
w ithout o certain pr escien ce .
Whe n one r e ads the recent
Co lumbia Uni versi t y survey of
th e news stor ies supp r essed by
lea ding do i lie s (al l pro-N ixo n).

before hi s action? Why does th e Board ex ist if they
aren't th e ones who should dec id e these matters?

Then last w eek it was reviv ed, because of some letters I
sent, and after a meeting with Jeff Riddl e, Ken Dolan,
ass istant to th e pres ident, and myself. A work study
p erson
now
will
accommodate
th e
present
ad mini stration 's lack of funds . Now The Eas tern er
again could be a window for the ca mpus .. .. or so I
thought.

(3) If our outside readers realize The Easterner is in fact

a co ll ege paper, then they shou ld accept the common
coll ege co ntents inside it, including satire.
I was di sappo inted in th e power of th e sweeping hand
used for such a triviality , su ch as the content of the
article 1n question .

I was inform ed that last week' s issue would not be
" se nt out" beca u se of a certain sat iri ca l arti c le o n
Sutto n Hall.
I'm herewith req ues ting that th e January 25 iss ue of
The Easterner not be mailed off ca mpu s beca use of th e
ver y poss ible misunderstanding o f th e sa tiri ca l co lumn
under t he by-lin e of Cary Bern ard on page 5. My
positio n is th a t t hose who are on ca mpus have the
opportunity to know that the straighfa ced statem ents
are fiction in a p ersonal sa tiri c co mm entary, but th ose
who are n o t o n ca mpu s do not have this basis for
compari so n .

President Em erso n Shuck

the chill in the climate of
freedom becomes the omen of a
possible Ice Age.
The Nazi Press Law , Section 14,
ordered editors to keep out of
the newspapers " anything which
is , in any manner, misleading to
the public , mixes se lfish aims
with com munity aim s or tends to
weaken the strengt h o f the
Germon Reich .... "
It' s intere st ing that the new spapers current ly classed a s the
best in th e lond --t he New York
Times , The Washington Post, t he
Los Angeles Times and th e St .
Louis Post-Dispotch--are the
poper s that hove refused to
suppress the Watergate story or
the
campaign -fund
scanda ls.
But tele v ision? Over the years ,
e xc ept for on occasional program on gun contro l or slu m
clearance or welfare , television
hos shunned controversy wit h
calculated prudence. It knows
where its bread is buttered (in
the board room s of big bu siness)
and where its li cense renewal s
or iginate (with a Republican do minat ed FCC). TV tok es pain s
t o stay out of tro uble.

What if The Easterner covers somethin g really
co ntrovers ial som etim e? Wh at power and authority
will be exerc ised then?
A newspaper's op ini o n , by d efinition, ca n be
controversial. It has that right. It also has th e right to
be hea rd .
Let's take it easy with th e pocket veto please .... and
let's hope that Th e Easte rn er won' t be one of th ose
papers whose co ntent is so empty it wi 11 never be
remembered .

u

Had television exercised its lull B•
~:
journalistic powers, pointing out :,
the social ills and corruption that ; '
beset thi s land , it is conceivab le j
that Mr. N ix on would have had j '
no " Silent Majority" to put him !
'·
into office in the first place.
MEDIA CREDITED
In his book , " Don 't Blame the
\j:
Peop le, " Robert Cirino cre dits ·

Ashamed

the med ia--porti cu lorly TV--with L_.
a major " miracle." That is, It
" turning of the laborer and '~
middl e cla ss against the hungry , $ Editor:
i
poor, black ar.d brown. " By years );
o f propaganda , instil ling an f; I've never seen such a blatant disregard
irrational fear of " the Red !i for the wishes of the student body.
menace ," th e m ed ia also ho ve
Irregardless of the board's reasons for
been able to sci'n cti fy th e war in
abolishing the name of the mascot, they

I
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0
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satu rati on bomb ing of North
airirig of the board's views and all
Vietnam in December att ests not
opposing views followed by another
too fresh sp urt of co urag e by the
election. Abolishing the school mascot
media but t o some lurkin g se nse !iii must be a majority decision.
of decency and compa ssion in
the American peop le. It is thi s
Sincerely,
basic decency that wi ll ultimately .i
undo Nixon , Agnew and the new •; Steve Haeck
boy , Dr. Whitehead .
f

{!
•f
•,!
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Cop yright 1973 Lo s Ang eles Tim es

JCav~ Man Symbol
g Dear Editor:

Le t's also hop e that the almi ghty hand can co ntro l his
power in times of co ntroversy .
Ed Bruneau

Alarmed By Misuse
of Fire Alarm
Someday, som eone is going to di e in Pearce Ha ll. Fire
is going to break out, th e fire alarm wi ll go off, and
some people won' t leave. By th e tim e th e victims
rea li ze it is a fire, it will be too late .
And when death strikes, who will be to blam e? Som e
will place it on the guy who unhooked th e alarm on hi s
f loor because he was tired of the noi se. Others will
fault Campus Safety officers and their unnecessary fire
drill s.
But the culprits will be th e o nes who pull fa lse alarms
throughout the quarter, the guy o r girl who enj oys
ho ll ering "wolf" because it seems funny at th e tim e.
These jo kesters will never be convi cted o f murder if
fire becom es a rea lity.
But wh en death strikes at George Pearce Hall , th e
extinqui shed lives o f innocent co ll ege stud ents will be
on the co nsc iences o f these pranksters for th e res t of
th eir lives. I' m glad I've never pulled one.
Rob All en

G ues t Edito ri ali st

Eastern
Memories .

At 4:00 today "Did rage" once ... but now
the killing is supposed ta be aver. Peace,
supposed to be.

Four years ago I remember:

And yet, between the signing and the
"into effect" how many more men will
die?

People on Eastern's campus at night_
Sultan and Senior Halls and all their life. Lt. David McRae, haw horrible if you hove
Dances on both Friday and Saturday, been dead these six years and nearly one
month. How horrible if I've been wearing
practically every week.
Shaating Beavers in Tawanka was the name of a dead man the Mia-Pow
acceptable.
cause could no longer help ... from 'the
Campus water fights, snowball fights, and beginning no hope.
occasional panty raids.
How sad my thoughts an the war. While
Fraternities as "King's Palaces."
the women are smiling 'it's over. They 're
Dorm rivalries.
coming home!! over joyed they are, I
A winning football team_
fear for them .
A tuition. of $8B.
"AMS," Bachelor's Club, Collegiate Week,
I cannot help but feel alarmed, for some
Flaming A's, Straight Arrow, etc.
men, whose women still have hope, are
Big Al Gale.
dead. There is no way out of that death.
A Kinnikinick.
And some, their bodies still alive, will
The SUB as the action center on campus.
return ... their minds bent and destroyed by
r..10fessors that would let you go early on
the prison camps ... their past anguish
the first day of classes.
unbelievably unbearabl e, totally distrucWoodward f ield.
tive .
The "Cheney. Stud."
I cannot stop my heart from aching for the
7 :40 classes.
families
meeting strangers who will fill
Approximately 7,000 students.
our institutions and live out their days in
These kinds of letters to the editor.
nightmarish worlds af battles past.
I believe my time has came to move aside
Kim Crumpacker

I!

I

My fellow Americans a few weeks ago,
devoted port of my time ta participate in
1*
voting for a mascot like any average
is Am erican person would do.
h

1
~n

·•'t Then the " clorax" Indian of the BOT took
J away our rights to vote for the "savage"
name.

f
i
r
i
;?,:
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I ask myself if he is single-mided. This
fellow fram Bellevue is out for publicity.
Maybe we should book hini for television.

Pondering
The Regrets of
the POW'S
"The war went well today ..." wrote Rod
McKuen some time ago, about some war,
I'm not quite sure which ane.

f

Ji
f,

'E:R.
1/Eh'!,!Mqffl#',J'

I'd like to stress the school is in debt, and Our most recent war ... cease-fire signe,;I at
6:30 this morning, by all the proper
when the mascot will be changed, most
people.
likely our tuition will go higher, since the
Indian symbol has to be removed from
bricks, uniforms, and much merchandise The peace went well today,_.whot with
from the bookstore.
Nixon's national moment af silence at
4:00 p_m., or rather moment of prayer
I have an idea .... let's keep the word with church bells and sirens and harn s
"savage" and da away with the Indian hanking all over the nation. The peace
Symbol and put a Cave man with a big went well today, and yet, not knowing is
club In place of the present Indian symbol. still the word.
Now tell me, Mr. Robinson, who are we
discriminating against now? The other
993-4 percent of your blood?

'497,'

' .• , SO, IF YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR CHI CKEN LICENSES, YOU'D BETTER KEEP YOUR
CHICKEN MOUTHS SHUT!'

Sincerely,

Lieutenant David McRae 12-2-66. Yau
were reported missing then. 1-27-73
Where are you now? Where have you
been? Your name, Inscribed upon my
bracelet has been a grim reminder tor
days and weeks on end, that on the other

The Board of Trustees has been lambasted for r,ot
liste nin g to the stud ents' voi ces in th e ir ac tion
eli minating the "Savage" mascot.
That is, I think , a mi sreading o f what the Board did and
why it kill ed an o ld trad i tion . If th e BOT members were
not li ste nin g, one hard ly could accou nt fo r the
considerabl e di sc uss ion by students and faculty that
the Board, in effect, sought.
The BOT ca nnot be c hided ju stifiab ly for not fo ll ow in g
th e mandate of a "s traw vote" on the mascot that drew
a mere fraction of stude nts and facu lty members. The
m and ate of that m ascot elect ion was o ne of
apathy- most stud ents and faculty members didn 't care
what th e mascot's d es ign ati o n was and did n't care if
the "Savage" mascot was reta in ed.
If the Board should have, by some strange moral edict,
followed th e wishes of a band o f "Savage" diehards,
and not a path deem ed right by t heir own consc iences
and not objected to by th e vast major ity of stud ents,
the n it would have heeded t he wrong vo ice~ .
Norm Taylor

Also I feel that some type of
article or column should be in
every issue that will tend to lift
Dear Editor :
the spirits of the students. One.
such example would be the
A
The Easterner is one of the • - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - c • o • t • t.....111m111e.,s..,_ _ _ _ _ _IIIIIJ
services funded by the AS or AD MANAGER -DICK ST . JOHN ,STAFF REPORTERS INCLUDE : Mark
rather by the students of Eastern . Carlin , Joe Fl e ming , Mik e Gary , Jill H a r stad , D eb Hickman, Juli e Kittelson ,
Being such , I feel that it is Nol a Leyd e, Ti m McWilliam s, V ern Patt en, Karen Prui tt, Dennis Reedy , Rick
Schultz, Jonna Van Dyk , Li z Wh aley, and S. Ya haya . The Easterner is printed
obligated to be a service to the . w eek ly ex c ept holida ys, and p eri od s im m ed iate l y preceding hol i da ys . The
students and faculty of the Ea stern er Off i ce is lo ca ted at th e Eastern Washington State Walter W . Isle
school. I am sorry ta say that I M emori a l Unio n Building , Co ll ege and G Streets, Cheney, Washington , and is
publi sh ed by th e Associa t ed Students of EWSC. All editoria l opinio n s expressed
feel the Easterner is violating in Th e Easte rn e r are th ose o f their a uthor s, w h ere signed, or of Th e Ea st erner ,
and do not n ecessari ly r eprese nt those of th e Associa t ed Student s, the faculty , or
that obi igation.

Doctor's Bag

s

c

a dm i ni st ration of EWSC.

The men of war, returning, diseased,
malnourished, disformed and maimed ...
returning
to
women,
faithful
and
otherwise, wha hove no possible way of
understanding and coping with the fearful
eyes ... when the daor slams or a car
backfires. No way of knowing how to cope
with nightmares out of proportion with
the world, and reflexes lightning fast to
kill with any sound or touch in the night.
I cannot help but feel that some men of
war, returning home, will soon wish that
they had died on the other side of the
world. For some will return to find
annulment and divorce ... final. And their
babies grown and calling another man
"daddy" and "mommy, who is that man?
And why is he crying?"

I cannot help but fear the resu lts of
peace ... the end af the fang war in
Vietnam. "Peace with honor" Nixan says.
Only the future history books will say for
sure, and they may be wrong. For how can
yau find peace with hanor, when there is
na honorable war?
Lt. David McRae, may I hear abaut you
some day. May God bless yau and bring
you hame to true family and friends. Or
may He have already token you home to
•rue peace.

How would you feel if your father smoked pot?
If it were all right with him, would it be okay with you?
How okay? Anytime he's home? What about while driving? What about at work ?
Even if he's a pilot? If pot should be legal, can anyone smoke it? . .
Including the President? The Supreme Court? What about your kid sister?
How about your mother? Think about it.
.
,
.
A message to stimulate thinking
from ·NoDoz- the pill that helps you think when you re tired.
keep alert tablets .
....... I I
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Retarded Receive Ski Help;
Instructors Deeply Moved
by Tim McWllllams
Staff Reporter
The morning I talked to th~ ski
school director about helping out
with her program, I could never
have envisioned that before the
evening was over I would;
pursue a single, torpedoing ski in
a high - speed chase down a
steep, unlit slope, then face a
45-minute hike back up, ski a
portion of the mountain with a
180-pound man pocked on my
back, and snowplow most of the
hill with a scared 11-year-old boy
hanging on for life.

I

That's all in an evening's work
for the volunteer instructor

teaching in the ski school for thE
retarded sponsored by the
Washington Association For Re-·
tarded Children.
Diana Dean, an Eastern Action
student working at WARC, is this
year's director of the 10-week
program. Although Ms. Dean
doesn't ski, the special education
major feels the program is
especially important and beneficial and enjoys leading the ski
school.
Diano speaks highly of Eastern
and community involvement in
the program. "Half the instructors are Eastern students," she

Crime Checkl
j

Bomb Threatened
by Debbie Hickman
Staff Reporter
Campus Safety evacuated Dressler Hall about 10:30 p.m. Friday
after receiving notice of o bomb
planted in the building.
A young woman on the 10th
floor received a coll from an
unknown male stating that a
bomb had been placed in the
building and would explode that
night. Campus Safety cleared the
building and searched thoroughly for 'the bomb before
allowing the bulding to be
entered.
Information obtained from Campus Safety indicates that at least
one Eastern student is suspected
of selling a controlled substance
(marijuana) . Further information
cannot be disclosed because it
could jeopardize the investigation.
Residents of Louise Anderson
Hal I reported two disturbances
last week. Saturday night someone was creating a disturbance
outside the building, making
loud noises, etc. Also Saturday,
one intoxicated resident apparently forgat the key tQ his
room and proceeded to knoc\ his
door in.
·

BULB SPECIALIST
A subject entered Morrison Hall
last week, removed all the lights
from the founh floor and the
elevators and damaged an exit
sign in the basement. Another
incident at Morrison involved a
call to Campus Safety concerning
a stolen television set in which
the victim reported some unknown subject had entered the
room and taken the set. It was
later reported
the
victim's
roommate
hod
loaned
the
television to a friend.
A man returning to the locker
room in the HPE Pf:lase Two
building caught a thief going
through his locker and· managed
to hold him until C~mpus Safety
arrived. The thief was referred to
the College Disciplinary Boord
for action.
A professor at Cheney Hall
reported the theft of a micrometer valued at $18 and a pair of
calipers valued at $20.
A diamond ring worth $350 wos
found In the HPE Building Friday
pight at a dance and was
returned to the owner.
Once again, two false fire alarms
were reported lost week, one in
Potterson and the other in the
music building.

New Cashier's Office
Provides More Room
"The main purpose of the new
cashiers' office is to provide
better security and . improve
services to the students," said
Jim Rogers, Comptroller in
Showalter Holl.
The extra space allowed all of
the cashier service to take place
in the office this quarter, instead
of the lobby in Showalter as has
been the case in past quarters.
The new office now has six pay
stations as well as extra counter
space for the convenienc.e of the
employes as well as the
students.
Several walls were knocked
out to provide the !0dditional
working space and impro~e the
air conditioning, thus eliminating
the "old cashier office hot box,"
according
to
Mrs.
Barbaro
Beetham, head cashier. A lthough there were a few errors
this quarter, Mrs. Beetham feels
the new office is improved
greatly over the old one,
creating a more efficien, atmosphere and'that the few mist akes
made will be corrected by nex t
quarter .
0

observed. "Dove Lovell, Loren
and Sunny Mercer, and Tim
McWilliams are all helping out."

MAKES SCHOOL GQ
"Community involvement really
makes the school go," Diano
said. "Lift tickets for students
and instructors were donated by
Skip Wood of Snowbloze. And
the rental skis were provided at
greatly reduced prices by the
Sports Creel."
Most of the "kids" (ages 11-25)
in this program have participated for two years. All con execute
good snowplow or stem turns,
and a few will learn to ski
parallel this year. Their enthusiasm, attentiveness and determination make an instructor
wish all his "normal" classes
showed their remarkable attitude.
In spite of the omnipresent
catastrophies and erratic learning associated with teaching the
retarded to ski, the instructors
A WARC INSTRUCTOR getting ready to p oceed down the slope with
are deeply moved by their a student.
·
·
students. It's a humbling experience to watch a person, who ·
allow the retarded to live a more .
Another commented she wanted
too few years ago would have
to give a "port of herself," and
norm I life and enjoy r.ecreotion· '
been shunned and rejected
al o tlets," according to Ms.
while"donoting money shows
because he was "different,"
Dean "Although it is too late for
concern, donating yourself is the
glide down the hill and make a
real way to help." Another said,
instru tors to volunteer for the
crude but effective mimic of the
''I'm helping them a little, but
ski sc ool, we do welcome and
turn you taught him.
they're really helping me a lot,
enco rage Eastern students to
you know?"
volun eer for future programs."
Or to watch a man shed a tear
Dion can be contacted at the
when he realizes his friend isn't
"The ski school is part of an Spqk ne Chapter of WARC, FA
yet a good enough skier to
overall program by WARC to 8-632?.
accompany him on the chairlift
and then enjoy the long slopes
down. Or for you, as an
instructor, to be so stupjd to fall
while helping o scared boy down
"Nothing succeeds like success," able for veterans are being
a slope too steep for his mind,
is a statement that certainly can consi ered, among them, a
and then hove the boy ask if you
be applied to the Veterans Co-op housing project fpr marare all right.
Cooperative
group, which start- ried ets.
TWO•WA Y HELP
ed
on
campus
last fall.
Why does a person donate time
"We re very pleased with the
and effort helping a retarded
The
Vet's
Co-op
dorm,
Sutton
way
the Co-op project has
child ski? One instructor said he
Holl,
is
full
and
there
is
a
waiting
helped the retarded because "it
lisJ. Several little extras go along Larry
illiams, Eastern's Veterjust makes me feel,
good."
with residence in Sutton Hall that ans
airs coordinator, said.
make it attractive to
the
veterans. The $25 per month
How often do you hear of
rental fee takes care of all
someone stealing books from
janitorial and building rental
a bookstore and returning
expense and any left over is
later to pay for them? Last
channeled back to the Co-op
w. .k a former Eastern
members for living improvestudent sent the bookstore a
ments.
' $100 check to pay for books

Vets' Co-op Full
'

he had stolen several years
ago as a student.

A drop box has been installed in ·
the lobby for those who are
unable to pay tuition during
regular office hours. Anyone
may deposit money in the drop
box as long as the building is
open.
A new security alarm system
also was installed. Anyone trying
to enter the cashiers' office after
hours will trigger an alarm at the
Campus Safety office. The office
has been remodeled completely
from one of the most outdated in
the state to one of the most
modern college cashier operations in Washington, she said.

"Jesus has set It upon my
heart that I make reparation
for a sin In my past," wrote
the stud•nt. "The Lord has
provided the money for me
and wants me to clear the
record with Him and with
you." He alao asked the
bookstore to forgive him for
stealing the books.
Karen Somerville, a secretary
ln the bookstore, remarked,
"Naturo I~ we are ahocked
but It's so nice to have
something Ilk• thla happen
rather than all the complaints
we usually get."

.

.

SHOP EARLY for the BES_T Selection,
of Hallmark Cards and Russell Stover.
Candies For Your Favo_rite Valentine
at ...

OWL

PHARMACY
120 F. St.
Ph: 235-4100

I

They hove established a snack
store that is self-supporting and
have coin operated washers and
dryers that return a percentage
to the Co-op.
The group is now considering,
and has laid the groundwork for,
a Co-op grocery in Spokane. No
specific details are available as
yet but it is hoped the project will
commence by
mid-February.
Other projects to make a college
education more easily obtain-

Golden Oldie.

R inier Beer.

rewing Companv. Seattle. Waahington.

'

.

..

'

. .. .

..
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He was caught in the war between cold and cold capsule. That
long-acting symptomatic relief
stayed with him for five hours ... ,
and so did the added drowsiness
that may accompany such medications.
So the only way to relieve
common cold symptoms is to
take a 12-hour capsule and risk
being drowsy all day long ...
right? Wrong! CorybanJ\-D can
provide relief of common cold ~......
symptoms, but for a manageable 4-hour period. (After
all, sometimes it's worth enduring common cqld symptoms
for a while in order to stay
alert.) Yes, Coryban-D may
make you sleepy too. But
with it you can match relief
of common cold symptoms to
your busy schedule and avoid
added drowsiness when you don't
want it, which can be frequently
- unless your professor swallowed
a 12-hour cold capsule 5 hours ago.

CORYBAN·D
C()Ll), CAI)SlJLt:S
The 4-hour cold capsule system
that helps you heat the system.

,.

A d1V1Ston of Pfizer Pharmaceu11ca1s
New York, New York 10017

l
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IN,.~ RAMUR~L BASK~TBALL
( Games through Jan. 26)
"A" League

I.

by Butch Brown

I

Sports Editor

One of the "biggest" reasons for the success of recent Eastern
basketball teams is 6'9", 225 pound Dave Hayden. The bi9 center
bring his college roundball career to a close this year and Eastern's
Pacific Northwest opponents will be glad to see him go.

; ·m·

,.

Hayden has been a dominating
and inti'midating force on the
basketball scene since his 1969
graduation from George Washington high school in Denver,
Colorado, and subsequent enrollment here three months later.
He was a first team all-Evergreen
Conference choice lost year after
o fine sophomore season that
earned honorable mention acclaim.
Hayden is scoring just slightly
higher than last year (17.1 to
16.4) and his rebounding performance remains on a comparable
level with 1971-1972 statistics. A
major improvement hos been
noted in the assist and shotblocking categories. In 29 games
last year Hayden had 28 assists,
while through 16 ~ncounters in
the current season his production has reached 27.

Dave Hayden
Pro Material?

Head Coach Jerry Krouse and Assistant Coach Ron Rover feel that
Hayden's success hos been due largely to "studying" the technical
and fine points of basketball. "Dave spe nds a lot of time off the court
reading, watching and reviewing all aspects of t he game ," Rover
said, "and it will be a long time before we find another dedicated
ballplayer like him."
The experienced pivot man is aware that pro scouts are keeping a
close eye on him and makes no bones about his desire to ploy "big
league" ball. "I really think I con make it if I'm given an opportunity,"
Hayden remarked. "I would much rather ploy in the NBA (as opposed
to the ABA) simply because it is a tougher league.
Krause speculated only slightly about Hayden's chances of playing
pro ball saying "he'll have an opportunity to show his stuff." The head
mentor also noted that scouts from t he Chicago Bulls, Boston Celtics
and Portland Trailblazers have expressed an interest in his talents.
Hayden is a personable individual and is greatly admired and
respected by his associates both on and off the basketball floor. He
dwells not in publicity and carefully evaluates constructive criticism.
In response to my que stion of being tagged as "lazy and sluggish" at
various t imes throughout his collegiate ca reer, Hayden iust chuck led
and said, "they (press, public) may be able to say t hat about lost year
or the ye ar before , but definitely not this season."
No one , incl uding himself, really k nows w hat lies, ahead for Eastern's
mammoth basketball star. He openly admits that selling Insurance is
a distant second to a pro career in terms of choosing a future. But he
knows it is a reality he must face.
Dave Hayden may become a professional basketball player
sometime soon. Or, Dave Hayden may be selling insurance sometime
soon. Thep again, Dove Hoyden may be playing pro ball and selling
insurance in the off season--sometime soon.

.,

EGAL
NOTES

UNDERSTAND PLAYS, NOVELS
AND POEMS FASTER WITH
OUR NOTES
We're new ond we ' re the bigeatl Thousand• of
~pi ca reviewed for quicker underatandlng . Our

subject• inc lude not onl y En91iah, but Anthro•
pology, Art, Black Studiea, Ecology, Eco·
nom l ca,
Edu c ation, Hi,tory, Low, Mu,ic,
Philo.~ophy. Pol lt lcol Science, Paychology,
ReHglon, ~ ci• nc•, Sociology ond Url,on Problems , Se n<' $2 for you r cotolog of t op ic a ovol 1·
oble .'

R'EGAL HOTES

3160 "0" StrHt, N.W.
Waahl~ton, 0 . C. 20007
T e1..;a!-::ne: 2'>2-333-020 I

w L .

Beaver Pen No. 1
Supporters
Classic "6"
Savage House
Goofys
Slikkers

3
3

2
2
1
1

North Division

w

L

Gypsies
Rusty Dlldoes No. 1
Pineapple Pumpers
What-ls-It "A"
Black 8' White
Sutton Animals

4
3
2
2
'I
0

o·

4

West Division

.w

L

69'ers
Raspberry Douche
Independents
Primos
Dudes
Rusty Dildoes No. 3

4
3
2
2
0
0

South Division

w

L

White Trash No. 1
Gorsontrlers
Busted Pros
NDUGU
Rusty Dildoes No. 2
Travelers

3

1
1
2
2
2

3
2

2
2
0

1
1
2
2
3
3

1
2
2
3

0
1
2

2
4
4

4

East Division

w

L

Faculty
Dirt Bag
Rednecks
White Trash No. 2
6th Pak
Doobies
Greenwood, Inc.

3
2

0

2

1
1
2
2

North Division

w

Phenoms
Crecian Argonauts
Kahunas
Stoned Rangers
Riba Bros
Dressler II
What-is-it- "B"

3
3
2
2
1
1

West Division

w

Heaven's Devils
Cowpies
Savages
Raspberry D. "A"
Odds "n" Ends
Beaver Pen No. 2
Hawaii 5-0
South Division

2
2
2
2
1
0
0

0
0

3

L

6
1
1
1
2
3
4

0

Stewed Prunes
Streeter 1st
Over-the-hill G.
Lamb Chops
Them
White Trash No. 3

Matmen Bounce Idaho
Capturing eight out of ten
individual . matches, Eostern's
tough wrestling team rolled to ·
an easy triumph over the
University of Idaho Saturday in
Memorial Fieldhouse. The f inol
tally stood at 33-11.

0

1
1

w

EASTERN WRESTLER DAN CRUZ-works against Unlvenlty of Idaho
grappler Tim KnowlN Saturday night In Memorlal Fleldhou1e. Cruz
pinned hl1 opponent In 39 seconds a, Coach Curt Byrnes' squad went
on to win the mNt by a 33-11 count.

- .

"B" League

More than memories and a degree in sociology will go with Hoyden
when he deports the Cheney campus. He is already over the 1,000
rebound figure, a school record, and lacks only 57 tallies to crack the
school scoring mark. The Inland Empire Sports Writers and
Broadcasters recently tabbed him as "December Athlete of the
Month" for outstanding performances in the Ballodtown Classic ih
Forest Grove, Oregon, and the Chico Invitational in Chico, California.
Hayden averaged 16.9 points and 15.3 rebounds a game throughout
the month.

/ ,

East Division

L
0

1
1
1
1
2
3

l

4
3
2
1
1

0

0

4

1
1
2
2

Intramu ral

Spotlight

Idaho finished third in the Big
Sky Conference lost year, but
couldn't keep pace with a team
that Cooch Curt Byrnes claims is
"just starting to get it all
together." Shaking off some
early season injuries and

Friday the No Names grapple
with the Vikings of WWSC in
Bellingham and travel to Ellensburg Sotu rday for an al 1i mportant match with CWSC.
Byrnes said the Central encounter should prove to be the
biggest match thus far as the
Wildcats finished fourth in the
NAIA finals last year and have
several fine wrestlers back.
.
.

OCE Trips EWSC
Three of the finest Women's
gymnastic teams in the Northwest assembled in Eastern's
gymnasium Saturday in a nipand-tuck contest in which OCE
edged Eastern 77.20 to 75.05 for
top team honors. Both were
followed closely behind by UW
with 71.30 points.

The slim loss was Eastern's 'first
loss in five years, excluding
national competition in which
Coach Maxine Davis' gymnasts
have always flnis~ed high. This
year's squad, despite this early
season loss, should be no
different from those of the past.
According to Ms. Davis, OCE and
UW are the teams the No Names
must beat to capture the NW
District title. She feels that her
squad still has the edge in the
Northwest District, and if the
scant six point margin is any
indication, the fl;Jture meeting of
these three powers should be
interesting, not only for Northwest District, but national honors
as well.

Team Captain J~anne Wayerski
again led the No Names as she
won the all around competition
with 28.55 points, followed by
teammates
Bunny
Moody
(23.50), and Eileen Delapp
(21.45), who finished second and
fourth, respectively.

Ms. Wayerski won the vaulting
Intramural skiing - A meet has
competition along with the free
been set for Feb. 9 from 1-4 p.m.
exercise and grabbed a pair of
at Snowblaze on Mt. Spokane.
seconds on the balancing beam
Individuals and
teams
are
and uneven parallel bars. Ms.
encouraged to sign up for the
Moody garnered a fifth place
sl~lom races. Sign up on the
finish on the floor exercise and a
posters located in the PUB or
sixth on the balancing beam.
contact the intramural departm ent at 359-2461 or HPE 252.
Cut rates on the ski lift will be ·
Eostern's six man Chess Club
given.
took on the Spokane Falls Chess
Intramural w restling - A tourna- Club Saturday and emerged with
ment is sched uled for Feb. 2 1-23 on 8-4 victory.
in the HPE wrestling room. entry
d eadli ne is Feb. 9 . Weigh in will Edw a rd Rodriguez, playi ng on
be held Feb. 20 from noon t o 3 board No. three, and No. six
p.m. in t he w restling room. Enter board man Mike Walder each
individually or as a team. Consult won two matches to pace t he
the Intramural handbook for East e rn win.
r ules and weight classes and
Due t o
lim i t e d
f inan cial
sign up at HPE 252.
resources the Chess Club w ill see
Men\ basketball - This is the last
week of division play. Play-offs
will begin Feb. 12.

Next competition is this Saturday
in which the No Names will host
the University of Oregon and

cwsc.

Chess, Anyone?

Women's basketball
play begins Feb. 6.

patches of illness, the No Nome
wrestlers have evened their
season slate at 4-4-1.

1

only limited competition this
year. However, a return match
with SFCC is being discussed for
a pos!ible date next quarter.

SPORTS BULLETIN
Ea1tern'1 fin• wide receiver Bob
Picard received notification yN·
te rday that he was taken In the
sixth round of the pro football
draft by the Phlladelphla EaglN.
A complete story wlll be
forthcoming In the next IHue of
The Easterner.

League

Make This Your
Headquarters
for All Your
Clothing &
Drygood Needs!

,LUNCHEON
SPEC.I AL! .

.1

*
lnc,.udes
price of bev·e ragedraft beer-c·o keteem-colfee

Sandwich of
the Dayl·II

s11s .

11 AM - 2 PM
235-6157 ._

1st Stree, in Ci,e{te~
••

f

'

'

...........
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~No Names Turn Back WWSC
Dave Hayden
Leads Charge

markers came from the free toss
line in the closing minutes of the
contest.

their 19 attempts while WWSC
had only ten opportunities at the
line and converted four.

Charging bac~ from a six point
halftime deficit, Eastern's bidding roundball team marched on
to their third straight Evergreen
Conference victory as they
stopped Western's Vikings 64-52
Friday night in Memorial Fieldhouse.
The No Names again fashioned a
stingy defense while converting
11 of 13 second half free throws
to even their conference slate at
3-3. EWSC now stands 10-6 on
the year.

Hayden and Hook ripped the net
for 23 and 18 points, respectively, in extending the No
Names home win streak to 24.
Hayden also collected ten rebounds. Franza and guard Tom
Mount each deposited 15 tallies
•for the Bellingham five.

" Our second half defensive
effort made the difference
again ," Krause commented.
" Hayden, Meeks and Schutjer all
turned in great defen sive performances for
us."
r
The No Names entertain Southern Oregon Friday followed by
Oregon Tech the next evening in
a pair of "revenge" games. The
Cheney squad fell to both teams
in a disastrous Oregon road trip
earlier this year.

Eastern outshot the Vikings from
the field by a 43-37 percent
margin. Free throws again paved
the way to victory for EWSC as
they connected on 84 percent of

Senior forward Steve Hook hit
for 12 counters before intermission to keep the cold shooting No
Names within striking distance
of the Mike Franza-led Vikings.
EASTERN . CENTER DAVE HAYDEN-grabs off a rebound In the late Ranked tenth nationally at 26.6
.going against Western Washington Friday night. The No Names used tallies per game, Franza hit for
a tough second half defensive effort to top the Vikings In a 64-52. 11 markers to pace Western to a
thriller.
·
31-25 halftime lead.

Junior Varsity Splits
Coach Joe Folda's Eastern J.V.
Cagers stretched and ended a
victory skein at seven in cage
action over the weekend.
Randy Allen meshed 20 points
Friday night as Eastern out-gunned Big Bend C.C. at Eastern by a
79-69 count. The No Names built
up a 40-30 halftime bulge and
were never contested in the
second half as the lead was
lengthened to 18 points with
eight minutes remaining. Don
Railsback and Jeff Mccalister
added 14 and 12 markers,
respectively. Mccalister led all
rebounders with ~leven.

munity College hosted the No
Names and snatched a 73-62
victory. Spokane jumped to an
early lead and was never
headed, although the No Names
kept the pressure on until the
final five minutes of the game.

Behind by a 37-33 margin at the
intermission, the No Names kept
pace throughout the second half
and trailed only 54-51 with six
minutes
remammg. Spokane
then vaulted to a 10 point
spread, scoring seven unanswered points and the No
Names were handed their third
defeat in 14 games.

Saturday night Spokane Com-

Trophy Nabbed
Eastern Woshington~s "red" rifle
team captured the Bengal Trophy
· Match at
Pocatello,
Idaho,
Saturday and the Eastern "white"
team nabbed third among nine
Northwest competitors.
The "red" team, consisting of
Wonda Jewell, Jerry Provorse,
Richard Rains and Bob Wood,
scored 2,222 of a possible 2,400
to soundly defeat Montana
State's "gold" team, which had a
final tally of 2170. EWSC
"whites" totalled 2, 123 points in
the event.
Each member of the "reds"
placed in the top five of the
individual results. ' Ms. Jewell,

former Montana Women's Junior
Champion, led all scorers with
560 of 600 possible points
followed closely by Dave Mc
Guffey of MSU with 559. Provose
was a close third with 558
counters while Wood and Rmns
grabbed off the fourth and fifth
places.
Wood was the top shooter in the
prone position with a perfect 200
score. He later added another
first place finish in the standing
position with a fin al tally of 17 4.
Ms. Jewell headed all competitors as she hit 197 of 200 shots in
the
kneeling
position.
She
missed tying the national record ·
, by two points.

POETRY IN MOTION!
1973 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 1500

Much to the delight of 2,200
enthusiastic fans, Coach Jerry
Krause's charges took command
on a Dove Hayden layin with
three minutes gone in the third
period. Bernie Hite's tip in made
it 46-40, butWWSC pulled within
a pair at the nine minute mark.
Dave Kalinowski canned a pair
of charity tosses and two field
goals to advance the No Name
lead to 52-44. With the exception
of Hook's layin, Eastern's final 12

JUNIOR GUARD DAVE KALINOWSKI-fires away from 20 feet as
halftime draws to a close in Friday night's encounter with WWSC. The
six-footer nailed eight rebounds, scored six points and had five
a11lst1 to aid the No Names cause.

Gymnasts Take Four Firsts
Central Washington's men's gymnas~ics squad racked up 97
points to take top honors in a
three-way dual meet held at the
Phase II complex last Saturday.
Central was followed by the
University of Calgary with 76 and
EWSC with 40 points. Coach Jack
Benson said Eastern's total point
pro,d uction should be attributed
to the fact that the No Names
lack bodies, but captured first
place in four events and fared

::~~:::·:o::::~ paced ,he
. ---
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. ''USE OUR PROFESSIONAL CLEANING
ANO PRESSING SERVICE FOR YOUR
BETTER. GARMliNTSI"
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·MADDUX CLEA~ERS & TAILOR
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Be Prepared With
An A-1 Tune-up fr~m
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219 First • in Cheney
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AL'S CHEVRON
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Call 235-6115
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f .MORE COMING!
COLD WEATHER
PRECISION MOTORS
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against the University of Washinqton and San Jose State.

11

111

Jos·s

Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches
and Resorts throughout the · na·
tion. Over 35,000 students aided
last year. For Free information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED envelope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive.
Kalispell, MT 59901,
.... YOU MUST APPLY EARLY .....

WWW

Next action for Benson's squad
will be February 3 in Seattle

,~v•e•s----[llll-------•111i
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Benson was pleased with the.
Eastern team's performance and
noted that depth kept the No
Names from a possible second
spot finish.

Senior John Rees, representing
Eastern on the still rings,
I d h"
h
N
muse e
is way to t e
o
place f·,n·1sh
Nomes O the r f ·rst
1
· t th C
d"1 t
R""'
g•a•i•nsilli•eliilailnllla••a•nllille•a•m

Eastern gymnasts as he placed
first on the side horse against
the U. of Calgary and tied for the
top spot against Central in the
same event. Freshman· Ken Rux
;

also come in second on the still
rings against the Wildcats.

again figured in the No Name
totals with a first place finish
against U. of C. and o second
spot placing on the . horizontal
bar. He also finished second
against U. of C. on the floor
exercise.
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Good Old Mountain Brew.

Rainier Beer.
Rainier Brewing Company. Seaule. Washington
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OLYMPIA CORRESPONDENT--What student lobbying and information
service could have had more trouble getting established in Olympia
than IPAC (Intercollegiate Political Affairs Commission)?
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First, they wanted to find a great big house to rent as headquarters,
preferqbly cheap and big enough to include rooms for staff members,
office space, and overnight space for legislature watchers. Well, no
luck. They wound up with just enough rooms for the staff in the
Colony Inn and an office on Capitol Woy in Olympia.

Next, in the process of moving their set up down here to get ready for
legislative session, their VW broke down, another car threw a rod,
and a 1966 Impala's transmission just laid down and died.
Finally, a couple of days before the opening of the legislature, three
of the five-member staff came down with some mysterious case of
the flu that ended up requiring a doctor's core.
Basically IPAC is a technical advising office and an information
resource center. It was set up four years ago as a presidential
commission of the student body presidents of the state's four-year
colleges. The student body presidents act as the board of directors
and are responsible for determining IPAC policies.

AM£R1cANC:J.

The first area will concern the use of student fees. Typical of the kind
of topics they wont to delve into is how much money is allocated
through student · fees, where it goes to and who controls its
distribution.

Ryan, they are still looking for
people on each campus, and
IPAC will help obtain academic
credit for part-time work.

"SHOUSTOH"
·Lost!A. small, fuzzy, blackish

Second is the hot issue of collective bargaining. a subject that will
make a pretty big splash in this year's session. The issue for IPAC will
be how much representation student interests will receive and in
what form.

grey dog with a grey
face and grey front paws I Was
wearing a blue collar. If found

Third will be tuition and the role of students and student needs in the
preparation and allocation of the university and college budgets.
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staff, IPAC is setting up part-time
The scope of IPAC's interest will cover most of the social issues that
are of concern to students, several of which will be debated during
campus staffers in conjunction
this year's legislative session.
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1, Available

"All~ can eat ·n
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Biblical Name
Soviet Politician
Spore Sacs
Places (L ,)
Eaay

24, Baseball Term
25 , Not Suitable
2? , Let it Stand

29 , Pink Wine
JO, Numb
J2. Three-pronged Spears
J4, Shellfish
J6, Health Resorts
J? , Bombastic Speech
41 , Nap
45, Narrati ve Poem
46, .Woman ' e Name
48,
Hall University
49, Type of Lamp
SO, Poisonous Li~ard
52, Narcotic
SJ , Jab
5S , Swiss City
S? , Hockey Great
SB, Enter Unnoticed
60 . American Journaliet
62 , Piece of Thread
6J, Messenger
64. Pungent
65 , Rueeian Rulers, var,
~
l, Concerning

2 , Insect Egg

Sight

J, Dutch D1aleot
4. Zodiac Sign
S, Gateway Structures
6, Measuring Devic e
?, Among
8 , Kxtiflet Bh d

9, Auk Oenue
10, Ena:lieh Novelist

Ko

lJ, ~truotive Insect
14, Hairli ke Projections
16, Ev$nings 1 var.
19, Norse Night
22 , Emetic Plant
26 , Sea Bird
28 , Oratui tiee
29 , Plant Again
J l, Summon
JJ . Platform
JS , Red Wine
J? , Pilee
"'18 , Stag!' Parts
2

14
1?
21
25

JO

4S

SJ
S8

Please call ..
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4

5

235-4842

J9 , Deficiency Dleeaee

4o. Ar ~bian Prince

42 , Saunters

4) , Performed Nationally

44. "Twelve~·~ Men•

4? , Dismount
5l , Land Measure (pl ,)
54, Dodge City Marshal
55 , Metallic Element
56 , Queen of the Gode
59 , Trombonist Winding
61 , Musical Abili ty
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